
Applied   Music   Listening   Assignment   Week   3/23   -   3/27  
 

● Choose   a   piece   of   music   in   the   instrumental   genre   (jazz,   classical,   romantic,   20th  
century,   etc.)   that   you   would   enjoy   to   perform.    It   can   be   a   full   band   piece,   a   solo,  
or   an   ensemble.    Type   a   ½   -   1   page   paper   (2-4   paragraphs)   about   what   you   like  
about   the   piece   and    why    specifically   you   would   like   to   perform   it.    Include   specific  
details   such   as   style,   rhythms,   overall   feel.  

● Your   paper   should   be   written   in    11   pt.   Arial    font   (it’s   the   default   setting   for   Google  
Docs)!  

● Include   your   name   in   the   left   hand   side   of   the   header   of   the   paper   in   this   format:  
first   name,   last   name   (ex.   John   Deer).    To   type   into   the   header,   double   click   the  
top   of   the   page.  

● Your   completed   assignment   should   be   turned   in   via   Google   Classroom.    If   you   do  
not   have   access   to   a   device,   you   may   neatly   hand   write   this   assignment   and  
upload   a   picture   of   it   to   Google   Classroom,   or   (last   resort)   turn   in   a   hard   copy   to  
the   front   office   of   the   High   School.  



Concert   Bands   Why   Band   Assignment  
Week   3/23   -   3/27  

 
Our   first   assignment   will   be   a   20   second-   1   minute   video   talking   about   why   you   like   band   and  
why   you   choose   to   be   in   band.   You   do   need   to   include   your   name   and   grade.   If   you   do   not   want  
to   record   a   video   please   write   up   a   paragraph   (5-10   complete   sentences   in   Google   Docs)   over  
the   same   topic,   you   may   type   this   up   via   google   docs   or   neatly   hand   write   a   paragraph   and  
submit   a   picture   to   your   google   classroom.   As   a   last   resort,   turn   it   in   to   the   front   office.   These  
videos   and   responses   will   be   used   for   a   band   promo   video!   We   love   having   you   as   students   and  
we   want   to   hear   from   you!  
 
DUE:   3/27  



 

Jazz   Band   Listening   Assignment   Week   3/23   -   3/27  
 

● Choose   a   piece   of   music   in   the   Jazz   genre   (big   band,   jazz   fusion/funk/rock,   latin,  
etc.)   that   you   would   enjoy   to   perform.    Type   a   ½   -   1   page   paper   (2-4   paragraphs)  
about   what   you   like   about   the   piece   and    why    specifically   you   would   like   to  
perform   it.    Include   specific   details   such   as   style,   rhythms,   overall   feel.  

● Your   paper   should   be   written   in    11   pt.   Arial    font   (it’s   the   default   setting   for   Google  
Docs)!  

● Include   your   name   in   the   left   hand   side   of   the   header   of   the   paper   in   this   format:  
first   name,   last   name   (ex.   John   Deer).    To   type   into   the   header,   double   click   the  
top   of   the   page.  

● Your   completed   assignment   should   be   turned   in   via   Google   Classroom.    If   you   do  
not   have   access   to   a   device,   you   may   neatly   hand   write   this   assignment   and  
upload   a   picture   of   it   to   Google   Classroom,   or   (last   resort)   turn   in   a   hard   copy   to  
the   front   office   of   the   High   School.  



Music   Theory   Assignment   3/23   -   3/27  
 

Visit   the   following   link   and   watch   concerning   use   of   secondary   dominants.   Take   a   screenshot  
and   submit   it   on   Google   Classroom.   Video   goes   live   on   March   25th   (Wednesday).   
 
https://youtu.be/-YmPUEouTrw  

https://youtu.be/-YmPUEouTrw
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